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Quick Reference Guide
Watch this short video on transcribing a specimen label. For more detail refer to the remainder of
this document.
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How to transcribe Australian Museum Specimen
Labels.
Login to DigiVol using your email and password. Watch this short video for a brief introduction to
registering and logging in to DigiVol.
Join a virtual expedition of…

Click on the See all labels link.
Choose an expedition from the list and join by clicking on the expedition image or title.
Click on the Get Started button to begin transcribing.
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The Forum.
The forum is a place where you can ask questions and share ideas and views with other
volunteers.
Each expedition has a project forum to help you with any difficulties that you encounter as you
transcribe specimen labels.

Once you have chosen an expedition, Click on the Visit Project Forum button on the expedition’s
front page.
This will bring up the expedition’s forum.

If you would like to receive emails of all messages posted on the forum for a particular project you
are working on, you can tick the box as shown above. This will help you keep up to date with any
questions or comments relating to the specific project.
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Navigating a task.

If the handwriting on the page is illegible or too hard to read
the Skip button may be used to jump to the next page. The
Create Forum Topic button can be used to ask a question
in the forum regarding the page that is being transcribed.
The View Tutorial button is used to view the tutorial
associated with the tasks expedition.
To zoom into the image click on the + to zoom out click the
-. The mouse scroll can also be used to zoom in and out.
When a page has been zoomed in, it can be navigated by
both holding the mouse button down and dragging the
image or by clicking the arrows.
These tools may be used to open the task image in another
page or pin the task image to the top of the page.

* Check that the Catalogue Number below the image matches the number that appears on the
registration label in the image. If the numbers are different please leave a note in the notes field at
the bottom of the task.
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Transcribing

In the Transcribe All Text section, record what appears on the labels in the image. The words
'Australian Museum' and '10mm' may be omitted from this box.
If the label information has been duplicated, only transcribe the duplicated data once.

Where a label has symbols in the latitude and longitude, use the symbols at the bottom of the
‘Transcribe All Text’ box for your transcription.
These symbols may be needed when transcribing for degrees, minutes and seconds.
Note that in the second example above, degrees and minutes are separated by a colon (:) this is
the same as 37 degrees 59 minutes. In this case, use the degrees and minutes symbols.
These symbols may be needed when transcribing where the male and female symbols
have been used on the label.
Illegible text: In the 'Transcribe All Text' box use a question mark (?) where
words or letters are illegible. Add any of your own comments in 'Your Notes'
field at the foot of the page. Do not use a question mark in other fields.
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Copy values from a previous task
The ‘Copy values from a previous task’ button can be used if a label has information that is
exactly the same as a previous completed task. Clicking on
below window.

will bring up the

This window allows the transcriber to search through previous tasks and copy the information to
their current task without having to re-type all the label data again.
Scroll through the tasks by clicking on Previous and Next or type part of the label text and click on
search to see if there are any other matches. Note that you can only scroll through your
completed tasks in the expedition that you are in.
If an exact match or one that is close to an exact match is found, click on ‘Copy’. This will copy
over all the transcribed information. Make sure to change the Catalogue Number and any other
text in the current task that is different from text in the copied task. If there is no matching task,
click on the cancel button to go back to your current task.
You will use some information in the ‘Transcribe All Text’ section to help complete other sections
of the form.
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Collection Location
The Collection Location is the section where all locality details from the labels are recorded.

Locality – The location should be interpreted from the label, by this we mean:












Where an abbreviation is ambiguous, spell it out. For example, 'm' could be metres or
miles; 'St' could be Station or Street, (leave St for Saint), 'Pt' could be Port or Point. Where
an abbreviation is peculiar, spell it out, eg R. Nat. Pk. becomes Royal National Park;
S.Detached Pt. becomes Semi Detached Point. See the table below for some common
abbreviations.
Type out North, South, East and West when they are part of a place name. For example,
West Wyalong, Narrabeen South. Otherwise leave compass points as uppercase N, S, E
or W. For intermediate compass points use uppercase abbreviations, such as SE for
southeast.
Do not use whole-word uppercase writing. eg KENSINGTON, should be Kensington
Do not use brackets or parentheses. Leave them out and consider using commas to help
with meaning. For example, ‘Corner Main Road and Prickley Road (50 m right of dam)’
could be ‘Corner Main Road and Prickley Road, 50 m right of dam’.
Add commas to clarify meaning.
Put State and Country into their own fields, not here in Locality
If label text is illegible, do not use it for Locality. Do not use question marks. Use 'Your
Notes' field for any discussion about uncertainty.
Where uncertain, check spelling of placenames.
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Here is a table of abbreviations and how you should enter them:
Abbreviation
5 mi S town
Abo. Res.
Ag, Agric
Approx.
b.
Bch
Br, Bdg Brdg
btn
C.S.I.R.O.
ca, c. ~, approx.
Capt.
catc.
Ck
Cons. Park
d/s
Dist.
Div.
Exp. Stn
F.R.
For. Res.
Ft, ft. '
G.B.R.
Harb.
Hds
Hiway,
Hway,hwy,hy
Hmsd, HS, H.S.,
Hsd
Hts
Is., I., Isl., Id
Jcn, Jctn, Jn
K.G.S.
Lab.
LHI
Lk. L.
m
mi, mil, ml
M'di
Mt, Mnt, Mtn, Mts
Mus.

N, E, W, S
N.Q.
N.W.V.
Natl Pk
NP, Nat Pk
nr
NR, Nat. Res.
Nthn
P.C.
P.P.C.
Pen, Penn
Pk
Prom
Pt
Ra, Rge, Rng
Rd, rd
Rdge
Rec
Res.
Riv., R.
S.P.
Sd
Sect.
SF, St.For.

Enter as
5 miles south of town
Aboriginal Reserve
Agricultural or Agriculture
About
beside
Beach
Bridge
between
CSIRO
About
Captain
Catchment
Creek
Conservation Park
downstream of
District
Division
Experimental Station
Fauna Reserve, Flora Reserve, Forest Reserve
Forest Reserve
Feet or Forest or Fort
Great Barrier Reef
Harbour
Heads

Comments
5 miles S of town is also OK

acronym, do not enter full stops

Highway
Homestead
Heights
Island
Junction
King George Sound
Laboratory
Lord Howe Island
Lake or Lagoon
Miles or metres
Miles
Murrurundi
Mount or Mountain(s)
Museum
North, East, West or South as part of a
placename. Either 'N of', or 'north of', 'E of', or
'east of' is acceptable for a direction.
North Queensland
North West Victoria
National Park
National Park
near
Nature Reserve
Northern
Presbyterian Church
Parramatta Presbyterian Church
Peninsula or Peninsular
Park or Peak
Promontory
Point or Port
Range
Road
Ridge
Recreation or Recreational
Reserve or Reservation or Reservoir
River
State Park
Sound
Section
State Forest
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St
Stn
t.off, t'off
T.S.R., TSR
trib
u/s

Street or Station
Station
Turnoff
Travelling Stock Reserve
Tributary
upstream of

leave St for Saint

as in Old Collection Material labelled "Mitchell
V.R."

V.R.
vic.
w/land
x-ing
S.C.A.

vicinity
Woodland, Wetland
Crossing
State Conservation Area

Cult.

eg. bred, sometimes used in place of site on the
understanding that the locality where the
specimen came from is not really where the
species occurs in the wild

Cultured

State/Territory – Enter in this field the State or Territory even when it is not shown on the label.
A drop down box will provide suggestions as you begin entering characters.

Country – Enter in this field the Country even when it is not shown on the label. For historical
country names, use the modern country name if known. For example, for British New Guinea use
Papua New Guinea, for New Hebrides use Vanuatu. Below is a limited list of commonly
encountered names. Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_alternative_country_names)
can help.
Historical country name

Modern country name

British New Guinea

Papua New Guinea

New Guinea

Papua New Guinea

German New Guinea

Papua New Guinea

TPNG

Papua New Guinea

Territory of Papua New Guinea

Papua New Guinea

Papua (SE New Guinea)

Papua New Guinea

Deutsch New Guinea

Papua New Guinea

Dutch New Guinea

Indonesia

Province is Papua

Irian Jaya

Indonesia

Province is Papua

West New Guinea

Indonesia

Province is Papua

West Papua

Indonesia

Province is Papua or West Papua

New Hebrides

Vanuatu

Republic of South Africa

South Africa

R.S.A.

South Africa

British East Africa

Kenya

German East Africa

Tanzania

with Burundi and Rwanda

Deutsch-Ostafrika

Tanzania

with Burundi and Rwanda

D. O. A.

Tanzania

with Burundi and Rwanda
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Latitude from label - If the labels have a latitude value, record it here as written on the label.
Latitude is a geographic coordinate that specifies the north-south position of a point on the Earth's
surface. Latitude ranges from 0° at the Equator to 90° (North or South). Enter degrees (D),
minutes (M) and seconds (S) and choose from the drop down box either North (N) or South (S).
For Decimal degrees the range is -90° to 90°, and North or South is not used.

Longitude from label - If the labels have a longitude value, record it here as written on the
label. Longitude is a geographic coordinate that specifies the east-west position of a point.
Longitude ranges from 0° at Greenwich to 180° East or West. For Decimal degrees this range is 180° to 180°, and East or West is not used.

Latitude

Longitude

If Latitude and Longitude do not appear on the label use the Mapping Tool to georeference your
location.

Mapping Tool
Click on

The above window will open.
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The mapping tool tutorial can be used to supplement this tutorial.

Locality Search - The locality search will automatically populate with the locality entered in the
Collection Location ‘Locality’ field. If you cannot bring up the correct locality you may need to
interpret the locality information on the labels into a form that is most likely to result in as accurate
geographic coordinates as possible. Expand abbreviations, and remove unnecessary words and
punctuation. E.g. "Scott Is. Tweed R. near Tumbulgum NSW" would become "Scott Island, Tweed
River, Tumbulgum, NSW". If the map doesn’t come up with the correct location then try breaking
the description up into single words to see if the map tool can find a location then. Where the map
tool cannot find a location simply fill in the State/Territory and Country fields. See Collection
Location section above for a summary of the abbreviations you may encounter with specimen
labels.

Coordinate Uncertainty - Choose an uncertainty value that best represents the area
described by a circle with radius of that value from the given location. This can be seen as the
circle around the point on the map. If in doubt choose a larger area. For example if the location is
simply a small town then choose an uncertainty that encompasses the town and some
surrounding area on the map. The larger the town the larger the uncertainty would need to be as
you will not know exactly where the specimen was collected from.
If you are happy you have found the right location click on ‘Copy values to main form’.
Clicking on the ‘Copy values to main form’ will populate all the fields in the ‘Find Lat/Long’ section.

Miscellaneous
The Miscellaneous section contains a range of fields. Many labels will not contain information for
any or all of these fields.

Collection date - Enter the date as numeric values in the (from) field as day (DD), month (MM)
and year (Year). If the labels have a range of dates they can be recorded (from) the first date (to)
the last date.

Collector - When you start typing into the Collector field, a pick list will appear. Where possible
choose from this list. If you cannot find the name that matches your label, type the new name in.
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The format to use when adding new collector names is with only a space between the last initial
and last name, for example, M.S.^Moulds. For more than one collector, use a separate box for
each collector.

Caution – a collection is not a collector.
Some names on labels may refer to a Collection rather than a person. Use
the Collector field for the person who collected the specimen, not the name
of a collection.
Examples of labels showing names that do not go into the Collector field.

Collection Method - This is the method in which the specimen has been collected. Some
examples are pitfall trap, UV lamp, Malaise Trap, yellow pans.

Elevation: This field is used for the altitude or elevation that the specimen was found. Use the
(from) field to enter the minimum elevation and the (to) field to record the maximum elevation at
which the specimen was found. If there is only one figure enter it into the (from) field only. Be sure
to include Metres or Feet. Note the abbreviation for feet on a label may be ft or an apostrophe (').
Leave out the commas within a number, for example, write 5,000ft as 5000 Feet

Depth - This field is used for the depth of water that the specimen was found. Use the (from) field
to enter the minimum depth of water and the (to) field to record the maximum depth of water that
the specimen was found. If there is only one figure enter it into the (from) field only. Be sure to
include Metres, Feet or Fathoms. Note the abbreviation for feet on a label may be ft or an
apostrophe ('). Leave out the commas within a number, for example write 1,250fath. as 1250
Fathoms

Field/Other numbers - This field is for any other numbers that appear on the labels that are
not the catalogue number. This includes M-numbers, E-numbers, private collection numbers and
field station numbers. If there is more than one number, separate them with a semicolon (;)
making sure that the letter prefix is kept with the number, for example, M561; E6395; MUNI/01.
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Notes

The Notes section is for you to record any comments that may assist the person who will be
validating the transcription of the labels. This Notes section is for anything related to the task. The
forum may also be used for questions and comments that you would like an answer to.

Finishing or saving a task

Submit for validation - The transcription of the label is finished and can be validated. In some
browsers, the keyboard shortcut Ctrl+Shift+S can also be used to submit.

Save unfinished record - If transcription of the labels is not complete you can save it to be
completed at a later date. This saved unfinished record will be returned to the pool of incomplete
tasks if left for a period of time. All saved tasks can be accessed through the ‘My Stats’ page.

Skip - This may be used if the transcriber finds the labels too difficult to transcribe.

If a warning appears when trying to submit the task, check all fields are correct and click on ‘It’s
ok, submit for validation anyway’. If any of the fields are incorrect, ‘Cancel submission, and let me
fix the marked fields’ and proceed to fix any errors before submitting again.

After a task has been saved or submitted for validation the above options will appear. The ‘Return
to the saved task’ option will take you back to the task you just saved. ‘Transcribe another task’
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will take you to a new task. ‘Return to project start page’ option will take you to the expedition’s
front page. ‘View My Stats’ will take you to your personal statistics page which includes
Transcribed Tasks, Saved Tasks, Validated Tasks and Forum messages.

Help
If you get stuck, don't worry, use the forum to discuss your question with a moderator or other
volunteers or you can email digivol@austmus.gov.au.

Examples of Completed Specimen Label
Transcriptions
The following links will take you to:
Completed examples of Entomology specimen labels
Completed examples of Malacology specimen labels
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